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The Past, Present, and Future of ERM

State of ERM Major events and risks Key developments
Phase one
Early 1990s to
mid-2000s

Derivatives losses (1994):
• Orange County, Proctor &

Gamble, Gibson Greetings 
Rogue traders (1994–1995):

• Barings, Kidder, Daiwa
Accounting fraud (2000/2001):

• Enron, WorldCom, Tyco

Group of 30 Report
Sarbanes-Oxley

• VaR models
• Real-time market risk

management 
• Operational risk

management

Phase two
Mid-2000s to present

Global financial crisis (2008):
Lehman, Bear Sterns, AIG
Recent events: Oil price drop;
China slowdown, negative interest
rates; cyberattacks

Dodd-Frank
Basel II; ORSA
Stress-testing
Scenario analysis
Strategic risk management

Phase three
The next 5–10 years

Cybersecurity
“Internet of everything”
Climate change
Geopolitical risks
Global terrorism

Basel III
Cybersecurity Disclosure Act
Continuous ERM
Collaborative reporting
Evidence-based assurance



Seven Key Attributes of Continuous ERM Practices

1. ERM is a continuous management process

2. Strategic risk management is an integral part of ERM

3. Dynamic risk appetite is well defined in risk policies

4. Risk optimization is the primary objective of ERM

5. ERM is embedded into business decisions

6. A collaborative dashboard reporting system delivers continuous risk and
performance monitoring

7. A performance feedback loop provides evidence-based assurance



Attribute #1: ERM Is a Continuous Management Process

Risk assessment
and quantification 

Enterprise
risk

management

Dashboard reporting 
and monitoring

Who?

How?
(ex-ante)

What?

Governance structure
and policies

How?
(ex-post)

Risk management 



Attribute #2: Strategic Risk Management Is an Integral
Part of ERM
• Independent studies have shown that the majority of corporate disasters are caused by strategic risks

(~60%), followed by operational risks (~30%), and financial risks (~10%) 

• Conventional strategic planning tools (e.g., balanced scorecard or EVA models) focus on expected value and
do not fully address strategic risk drivers

• Best-practice strategic risk models apply business reviews (GE Capital Policy 6.0), scenario planning
(Citigroup’s “Windows on Risk”), and dynamic simulation (Duke Energy’s simulation models). Common
themes include:

◦ Planning and analysis: Integration of risk management and scenario planning. Analysis of key
business and risk drivers.

◦ Metrics and monitoring: Definition of performance, risk, and early warning indicators. Established
process for management reporting and review.

◦ Management decisions and actions: Management action triggers to optimize the company’s risk
profile. Includes risk mitigation and exit plans.



Risk Appetite Concepts and Definitions

▪ Risk appetite represents the types and levels of risk that an organization is willing to
accept in pursue of its strategy

▪ Risk appetite statement is short sentence or paragraph that describes an
organization’s approach to a specific risk

▪ Risk tolerance is the quantitative threshold or range that represents a policy limit
(hard limit) or guideline (soft limit)

▪ Risk capacity represents an organization’s ability to absorb potential losses (i.e.,
liquidity, earnings, capital, management skills)

▪ Risk profile is a snapshot of an organization’s risk portfolio at a specific point in time
(past, present, or future)  



Attribute #3: Dynamic Risk Appetite Is Well-Defined in Risk
Policies



Attribute #4: Risk Optimization Is the Primary Objective of ERM

Examples:
1. Strategic risk: Enterprise value vs. value
drivers
2. Business risk: Expected EPS vs. earnings
drivers
3. Financial risk: Net interest margin vs.
interest rate changes
4. Operational risk: IT performance vs.
SPOFs (single points of failure) and
cybersecurity
5. Regulatory risk: Regulatory standing vs.
compliance requirements

Worst case
performance

Expected
performance

Distribution of Outcomes



Attribute #5: ERM Is Embedded into Business Decisions

3rd Line of
Defense

2rd Line of
Defense

1st Line of
Defense

Business units (and operating functions)
• Assume risk to generate profits and growth
• Execute customer management and product pricing

strategies
• Implement risk mitigation actions

CRO and ERM function (and corporate management)
• Execute risk policies and standards, risk appetite and tolerances, and

reporting processes
• Develop and execute corporate strategies
• Allocate human capital and financial capital resources

Board of directors (and audit)
• Approve risk policies and risk tolerances
• Oversee strategy execution and strategic risks
• Make risk-based capital management and dividend decisions



Attribute #6: A Collaborative Dashboard Reporting
System Provides Continuous Monitoring



The Importance of Feedback Loops Is Widely
Recognized Across Disciplines

William MacAskill, Co-Founder, Effective Altruism
A new scientific approach to determine the most effective ways to direct

charity and improve the world
Two case studies: 

• (1) PlayPump, a water pump designed as a merry-go-round, and 
• De-worming, a cost-effective method to improve school performance

◦ Use quality-adjusted life years (QALY) saved per dollar to allocate
limited resources

Ray Dalio, Founder of Bridgewater Associates
• Founded in 1975; based in Westport, Conn.
• Over $150 billion in assets under management
• Recognized for innovation and performance; unique culture of continuous

feedback and transparency
• Apply feedback loops to make changes in staff and organizational culture



Attributed #7: A Performance Feedback Loop Provides
Evidence-Based Assurance

Worst case EPS =
($1.00) 

Expected EPS =
$3.00

Earnings-at-risk analysis Earnings attribution analysis

1.  Business plan: $2.00
2.  Interest rates: $1.00
3.  Oil price: $0.50
4.  Key initiatives: $0.30
5.  Expense control: $0.20

$4.00

Expected EPS : $3.00
Actual EPS: $1.00
Difference: $2.00

Business plan: $1.00
Interest rates: $0.50
Key initiatives: $0.10
Unexpected variance:   $0.40

$2.00
Key questions:

• Did we identify the key risk factors?
• Were our EPS sensitivity analyses accurate?
• Did risk management impact our risk/return

positively?



ERM case study: how the E*TRADE story has evolved

E*TRADE was an early pioneer in the online brokerage industry, having executed the first-ever electronic trade by an individual
investor over 30 years ago.

In 2007, the company faced the brink of collapse due to sizable and poorly timed investments in mortgages and other asset-
backed securities.

The company nearly failed given large investment losses, intense regulatory scrutiny, activist investor pressure, and weak
capital position.

In 2012, the company pursued a turnaround plan, including new board members and new management, with a focus on
enterprise risk management (ERM).



Key ERM Priorities as New E*TRADE Risk Oversight
Committee Chairman

• Establish a strong ERM agenda for the Risk Oversight Committee (ROC)
◦ Calendar to cover key risks, regulatory requirements, and ERM roadmap
◦ Board risk oversight beyond financial and regulatory risks to focus on strategic and

operational risks, as well as risk culture

• Strengthen independent risk oversight by formalizing the reporting relationships
between the ROC and the Chief Risk Officer and Chief Compliance Officer

• Enhance the process to review and approve risk policies, with a focus on the Risk Appetite
Statement

• Improve the quality and effectiveness of risk reports that go to the board

• Establish an ERM performance feedback loop by linking ex-ante earnings-at-risk analysis
and ex-post earnings attribution analysis



E*TRADE Financial

Performance December 2012 December 2015

Stock price $9.39 per share
$2.7 billion market cap

$25.29 per share
$7.2 billion market cap

Net income $(113) million $268 million

Capital adequacy 5.5% Tier 1 Leverage 9.0% Tier 1 Leverage

Debt rating S&P: B-
Moody’s: B2

S&P: BBB-
Moody’s: Baa3

Regulatory Under MOUs from the
OCC and the Federal
Reserve

MOUs lifted by the OCC
in Q1 2015 and the Fed in
Q2 2015
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Questions?

webinars@workiva.com
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